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Topics
• FAA Mission and Structure
• FAA AIR Transformation Update
• FAA Regulations
• Type Certification
• Article Approvals
• Airworthiness Approval
• Continued Operational Safety
• Role of FAA Designees
• International Engagement 
• International Working Procedures 
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FAA’s Mission

Our continuing mission is to provide the 
safest, most efficient aerospace system in the 

world

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Almost all training that the FAA  Academy provides to its customers satisfies some aspect of meeting the FAA Mission. The  information provided today is no exception.
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U.S. Gov. Structure

Department of 
Defense

Department of 
Energy

Department of 
Homeland 
Security

Department of 
Interior

Department of 
Justice

Department of 
State

Department of 
Transportation

Federal 
Aviation 

Administration

Department of 
Commerce

Department of: 
Agriculture
Education

Health and Human Services
Labor

Treasury

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Notes: So who are we and where do we fit within the broader picture? In order to develop a better understanding, let’s look at this organizational chart featuring the U.S. Government and the thirteen federal executive departments. As you can see, the FAA falls under the Department of Transportation (DOT). Under the DOT umbrella, you can find the FAA as well as several other transport administrations such as the Federal Highway Administration, Federal Railroad Administration, the Maritime Administration, as well as Research & Development (RITA). 
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U.S. Gov. Aviation Structure
PRESIDENT

Department
of Commerce

•Export Licenses

•Trade 
Promotion

Department 
of State

•US Foreign Policy

•Air Transport 
Agreements

•Bilateral Aviation 
Safety Agreements

Department
of Defense

•Bilateral Air 
Transport 
Agreements

Department  of 
Transportation

National 
Transportation 
Safety Board

(NTSB) 
•Weather Services 

•Weather Research with  FAA

•Research and Development 
with FAA on Safety and 
Security 

•Independent Reporting 
of Aviation Incidents to  FAA

National Oceanic & Atmospheric
Administration

(NOAA)

•Accident Investigation

•Safety Recommendations 
to FAA

Federal Aviation
Administration

National 
Aeronautics & Space

Administration
(NASA)

•Civil/Military
Airspace System

•Joint Use Airports

Department of Homeland 
Security

Transportation Security 
Administration

•Airport security issues for U.S.

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
LET’S TAKE  BRIEF DEEP DIVE INTO THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE VARIOUS ADMINISTRATIONSAIR VS. AFS RESPONSIBILITIES ALSO DEFINED LATER IN THE PRESENTATION IN THE LIFECYCLE OF AN AIRCRAFT SLIDE
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Organizational Structure 
Federal Aviation 
Administration

Office of the Administrator

Airports Air Traffic 
Organization

Aviation 
Safety

Office  of 
Aerospace 
Medicine

Aircraft 
Certification 

Service

Flight 
Standards 

Service

Office of 
Quality, 

Integration, 
and 

Executive 
Service

Office of 
Accident 

Investigation 
and 

prevention

Air Traffic 
Safety 

Oversight 
Service

Office of 
Rulemaking

Commercial 
Space 

Transportation

Security & 
Hazardous 
Materials 

Safety

Staff
Offices

Office of 
Policy, 

International 
Affairs & 

Environment

Office of 
Unmanned 

Aircraft 
Systems

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Notes: Moving from the U.S. Government to the Department of Transportation to the Federal Aviation Administration,  you can see we have five Lines of Business and a number of Staff Offices—including the Office of Policy, International Affairs and Environment who many of you may already be familiar with. The Aviation Safety Organization is the second largest of the five Lines of Businesses. The Aircraft Certification Service is one of 8 Services/Offices that comprise the Aviation Safety Organization. 
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FAA Mission Priorities
FAA Strategic Priorities Strategic Priority Initiatives

Make aviation safer and smarter Risk-Based Decision Making (RBDM):
Build on safety management principles to proactively address emerging 
safety risk by using consistent, data-informed approaches to make smarter, 
system-level, risk-based decisions

Deliver benefits through technology 
and infrastructure

National Airspace System (NAS):
Lay the foundation for the NAS of the future by achieving prioritized
NextGen benefits, integrating new user entrants, and delivering more 
efficient, streamlined services

Enhance global leadership Global Leadership:
Improve safety, air traffic efficiency, and environmental sustainability 
across the globe through an integrated, data-driven approach that shapes 
global standards, enhances collaboration and harmonization, and better 
targets FAA resources and efforts

Empower and innovate with the 
FAA’s people

Workforce of the Future:
Prepare FAA’s human capital for the future, by identifying, recruiting, and
training a workforce with the leadership, technical, and functional skills to
ensure the U.S. has the world’s safest and most productive aviation sector

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Again, the FAA’s mission is: to provide the safest, most efficient aerospace system in the worldTo achieve this, here are our mission priorities FY18 Key Messages for FCAAs: AIR streamlines validation by understanding and continuously maintaining confidence in partner certification systems using risk-based principles.  AIR seeks opportunities to engage applicants/industry/bilateral partners early to understand new concepts, mature capabilities and maximize reliance on certificating authority.  In support of continuous maintenance of confidence and a systems approach, AIR uses objective measures of system health to determine efficacy and improve performance.  AIR’s functional structure improves safety knowledge-sharing and promotes harmonization of systems. 	
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Aircraft Certification Service
•Aircraft Certification Service MISSION* is to promote aviation safety. To do this, we:

•Work with aviation authorities, manufacturers, and
other stakeholders to help them successfully improve
the safety of the international air transportation system.

•Provide a safety performance management system to  
ensure continued operational safety of aircraft.

•Administer safety standards governing the design,  
production, and airworthiness of civil aeronautical  
products.

•Oversee design, production, and airworthiness
certification programs to ensure compliance with
prescribed safety standards.

9FederalAviation  Administration

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
AIR’s Vision is outlined in a document we call the Blueprint. This is our senior leader’s vision for the “end-state” of AIR, and is meant to guide our long-term strategic planning and each office as they conduct their annual business planning. The Blueprint  considers full transformation of the entire system, identifies and leverages the key drivers of change in realizing mission outcomes, was informed by AIR SMEs (and stakeholders), and applies best practices of systems engineering. It took into account many other strategic documents and resources, such as:McKinsey ReportODT Future State MatrixEASA-FAA Validation Improvement RoadmapPrevious Roadmaps GAO ReportsAIR Principles DocumentHatry ReportGlobal Leadership InitiativeAIR:2018Dorenda’s “I want an organization that…”Dave’s definition of the future stateCMT StrategyCOB roadmapFAA Destination 2025Reauthorization languageand more…RENEW APPROACH:Our Strategic Plan is a three-tiered document.The Blueprint the strategic vision. It was published on March 1. A “living” document that identifies the case for change and the scope for AIR Transformation. It expands on previous efforts and existing strategies.Considers full transformation of the entire systemIdentifies and leverages the key drivers of change in realizing mission outcomesConsiders activities from near to mid and far-termIs informed by AIR SMEs (and stakeholders)Applies best practices of systems engineering and operational transition and integrationAs we continue to collaborate with each other, we will update.The Comprehensive Strategic Plan (CSP) has the detailed requirements for achieving the vision. (What needs to be done)The Integrated Implementation Plan (IIP)  is a set of individual plans that help ensure successful implementation of the strategic plan.
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AIR TRANSFORMATION UPDATE

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
The goal of AIR Transformation is to assure that we meet our safety objectives in the most efficient manner possible. Reorganization is key ENABLER of AIR Transformation.Benefits of AIR Transformation:Encourages thorough understanding of partner  certification system & continuous maintenance  of confidence supported by risk-based  principles to eliminate barriers due to  unnecessary FAA involvement during  validationImproves safety knowledge sharing and  promotes harmonization of systems by  establishing single functional lines for 1)  certification, 2) standards and 3) system  oversightFosters innovation by engaging early to  understand new concepts and ensure viable  path to complianceProvides agility and adaptability to meet the  challenges of the dynamic global aviation  industryEstablishes business practices for utilizing  metrics for determining efficacy, contributing to  continuous maintenance of confidence in  support of a systems approach
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Visit the AIR Transformation website: www.faa.gov/go/AIRTransformation. 

AIR Transformation
Improving Efficiency and Effectiveness

10

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
AIR Transformation is comprised of three pillars:Refresh the certification strategy;Invest in management systems to improve performance; andImprove our organization and invest in our people.Change management and industry commitment serve as the foundation of AIR Transformation and are critical to achieve the desired outcomes.

http://www.faa.gov/go/AIRTransformation
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Drivers of Change

Globalization  
of aviation

▪ Industry is made up of an international web of networks and
complex business arrangements that are challenging our  
traditional regulatory model

Industry
growth

▪ Industry expands and contracts much faster than the FAA’s
current structure can manage

Heightened  
expectations

▪ The public, industry and government entities continue to
increase their expectations of us to do things faster and without  
error

Velocity of
change

▪ Technological advances and business model changes are
precipitating higher rates of change and increasing the need for  
organizational agility and adaptability as our environment  
changes

Administration
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Select permanent 
executives and deputies to 
stabilize the new functional 
organization

Realign Leadership 
Reorganize the Service into a 
functional model to align people 
and processes 

Complete strategic planning to reform 
our 1980s-era policy and processes –
keeping pace with technology and the 
global marketplace

Engage internal and external 
stakeholders to identify best practices 
and develop strategies to streamline 
certification and oversight

Engage Stakeholders

Further refine the organization by
allocating Resources to support AIR 
Transformation Goals

Refine Ongoing

Renew Approach 

Ongoing

Jul 2017 Dec 2017 Mar 2018

AIR TRANSFORMATION

AIR Transformation Timeline
Federal Aviation
Administration

12

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
FY18 Key Messages: AIR streamlines validation by understanding and continuously maintaining confidence in partner certification systems using risk-based principles.  AIR seeks opportunities to engage applicants/industry/bilateral partners early to understand new concepts, mature capabilities and maximize reliance on certificating authority.  In support of continuous maintenance of confidence and a systems approach, AIR uses objective measures of system health to determine efficacy and improve performance.  AIR’s functional structure improves safety knowledge-sharing and promotes harmonization of systems. 
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AIR’s Current Organization

13

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
LEADERSHIP:The “Refinement” of the organization will take place over an extended period of time. This phase may drive additional organizational shifts for some employees and managers.During Refinement, Division Leadership will partner with the Division Management Teams to review the previously developed organizational design to determine how to best achieve full functional alignment in the new organization. Chris Carter is permanent Deputy Executive Director for Strategic Initiatives (AIR-3)Acting AIR-3 over the past six months and managed AIR’s successful Realignment into a functional organization as Program Manager of the Integrated Product Team (IPT). Chris will continue to leverage his strategic expertise to provide executive oversight of AIR’s organizational agility and capacity to support the FAA Strategic Initiatives. Previously, as AIR’s International Division Manager, Chris led the development and execution of the international strategy, working cooperatively with regulators from over 35 bilateral-partner countries as well as U.S. regulated-industry and trade associations. He has 33 years of experience in the aviation sector in both the Government and Industry, where he demonstrated his ability to chart strategic direction, set performance goals, and achieve operational results.  On Nov. 26th, 2017, Mike Romanowski became the Director of the Policy & Innovation DivisionEngineer by trade, expert at building relationships between the federal government and the private sector & promoting innovation and accelerated the benefits of federal investments in aviation and aeronautics.Formerly FAA’s Office of Commercial Space Director of IntegrationResponsible for commercial spaceports, launches and reentries - includes integration of launches in our airspace, which is becoming a bigger issue as the numbers increase each year.  Served as the FAA representative to the White House National Science and Technology Council and its Committee on Technology. On Dec. 11th, 2017, Suzanne Chandler joined AIR as the new Director of the Enterprise Operations Division (AIR-900)Suzanne possesses a comprehensive knowledge and understanding of the ever-changing needs of business in both private industry and government with over eighteen years of progressively responsible positions in operations and business management.  Since August 2005, she has held various FAA management positions at the Mike Monroney Aeronautical Center in OKC and in the Office of Quality, Integration, and Executive Services (AQS) within AVS.  In these positions, she demonstrated strong leadership and gained expertise in both strategic and tactical planning.  Prior to her public service, Suzanne served as the Training Manager at a national customer service center for a commercial and consumer finance company with more than one million customers worldwide. She was also an Operational Manager of a telecommunication company with responsibility for contracts in excess of $360M.  AIR Managers will gather for a face-to-face in late January to continue to make progress in providing the necessary leadership for Transformation!
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FAA REGULATIONS
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Federal Aviation Regulations Basics
• Rules that affect the “aircraft”

– Part 21
• General certification requirements

– Parts 23, 25, 26, 27, 29, 31
• Certification requirements specific to aircraft category

– Parts 33, 34, 35, 36
• Certification requirements specific to engines and 

propellers
– Part 39

• Changes to type design to correct an unsafe condition 
– Part 43

• Maintenance and alteration 

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Walk it down from title 4 of the USC to 14 CFR to part 21 to the various airworthiness and COS regulations then to the operational regs on the next slide
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Federal Aviation Regulations Basics
• Regulations that affect the 

“owner/operator”
– Part 91

• General operational requirements
– Part 121

• Operational requirements for most airlines
– Generally 10 or more passengers

– Part 125
• Defines basic operating and flight rules for 

charters
– Part 135

• Operational requirements for commuter/ air taxi 

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
The operational rules cover all aspects of the operations – flight requirements, pilot requirements, etc. 
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FAA Orders
• Orders (also known as Directives) are the 

FAA Policy holders talking directly to our 
FAA field offices 
– Orders provide interpretation and clarify the “gray 

areas” of the regulations
– Orders are “required” to be followed by the FAA field 

offices for which they are written for
• Formal policy deviations are needed to waiver from a 

directive

• Orders are the FAA’s playbooks freely 
available on our public websites

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Orders are written and managed by the policy office of primary responsibility (OPR)	- Most Orders come from AIR-6C0	- 8110.52B comes from AIR-400RGL.FAA.GOV and FAA.gov both have access to our various orders
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FAA Advisory Circulars
• Advisory Circulars (AC) are the FAA policy 

holders talking directly to our applicants
– ACs represent “one way but NOT the ONLY way”

• Applicants are welcome to present an alternate path of 
showing compliance to the FAA regulations

– Following the AC does NOT guarantee a “rubber 
stamp”

• The applicant must “show” and the FAA must “find” 
compliance to all applicable regulations

• FAA has statutory requirements for administrative 
procedures (i.e. Special Conditions, ELOS, and 
Exemptions)

• ACs can NOT undermine a rule or an Order

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Shared responsibilityApplicant submits data to show complianceType designTest reportsComputations, etc.Written statement of complianceFAA finds complianceType design/product meets requirementsNo feature or characteristics make the aircraft unsafeUses discretion in amount and kind of data to inspectSpecial Condition (per § 21.16) occurs when the FAA finds that the airworthiness regulations of part 21, Subpart B do not contain adequate or appropriate safety standards for an aircraft, aircraft engine, or propeller because of a novel or unusual design feature of the aircraft, aircraft engine or propeller, and the FAA therefore prescribes special conditions and amendments thereto for the product. The special conditions are issued in accordance with Part 11 of 14 CFR and contain such safety standards for the aircraft, aircraft engine or propeller as the FAA finds necessary to establish a level of safety equivalent to that established in the regulations. Exemption is a grant of relief from the requirements of a current regulation pursuant to 14 CFR part 11. Equivalent Level of Safety Finding (ELOS) or Equivalent Safety Finding (ESF) is a finding that alternative action taken provides a level of safety equal to that provided by the standards for which equivalency is being sought. This process is managed via FAA Order 8110.112
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Where do I find the rules?
Your most important resource for FAA reference 
documents!
• www.faa.gov

– http://rgl.faa.gov/  (RGL = Regulatory and Guidance Library)
• Regulations – current and historical (and future and proposed (NPRM))
• Advisory Circulars (and draft ACs)
• Airworthiness Directives (and proposed ADs (NPRM))
• Orders and Notices
• Type Certificate Data Sheets
• Supplemental Type Certificates
• FAA Part Manufacturer Approvals
• Technical Standard Order Authorizations

– http://fsims.faa.gov/– Flight Standards information

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
When you get a chance, save this as a favorite.  It has a lot of good stuff.
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Type Certification
Part 21
• Applicant applies for, and the 

FAA may issue, a type certificate 
(design approval) of a product
– Product is an aircraft, an aircraft engine 

or, an aircraft propeller
• If approved, the FAA issues of a 

type certificate
• Major change to the design of a 

type-certificated product is 
approved by –
– Supplemental type certificate <or> 
– Amended type certificate

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Type certificates are issued for a productA product is defined in 14 CFR, 21.1(b)(5) as:Aircraft  Aircraft EnginePropellerA Type Design is:Drawings and SpecificationsListing of those drawings and specificationsIncludes dimensions, materials and processesEverything necessary to define the configuration and design features of an aircraft, engine or propeller
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Type Certification
An FAA Type Certificate is more than a 
certificate
• A Type Certificate includes

– Information about the Type Design
– Operating limitations
– Type Certificate Data Sheet
– Applicable airworthiness standards
– Any other limitations or conditions prescribed by 14 

CFR, Subchapter C 

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
This is the definition of Type Certificate from 14 CFR, 21.41A Type Certificate is more than an 8 ½  X 11 piece of paper signed by the FAA administratorA TC includes Information about the type design – more on the definition of “type design” laterOperating LimitationsTCDS – an FAA document that contains a concise description of the type design including limitationsApplicable regulations of 14 CFR Subchapter C with which the FAA  finds compliance  Any other conditions or limitations prescribed for this product found in 14 CFR, Subchapter CNOTE - Subchapter C includes parts 21-59 of 14 CFRThe Beechcraft Model 3000, “JPATS”, is the only military aircraft certificate managed by the MCO.  The MCO has all certification and COS responsibilities.   
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Type Certification Process

• The details of Type Certification are 
described in:

FAA Order 8110.4C, Type Certification

•Note:  In addition to 8110.4C, Military Commercial Derivative Aircraft design 
process details are described in Order 8110.101A, Type Certification Procedures 
For Military Commercial Derivative Aircraft. 

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Over 200 pages long
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FAA Articles - § 21.8

PMA Part

TSO Article

Product

[Approval of articles.]

[If an article is required to be 
approved under this chapter, it 
may be approved--
(a) Under a PMA;
(b) Under a TSO;
(c) In conjunction with type 
certification procedures for a 
product; or
(d) In any other manner 
approved by the FAA.]

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
An Approved article has an:approved design under 14 CFR 21.8, is produced under an FAA-approved production system (for example, production certificate or PMA), conforms to FAA approved data, and is in a condition for safe operation.An Acceptable article has an:approved design under 14 CFR 21.8, but is not required to be produced under an FAA-approved 14 CFR part 21 production system. An acceptable article can be a standard part; an owner/operator produced article for the purposes of maintaining their own product; or a commercial part. These articles are acceptable for installation on product under 14 CFR part 43.An Unapproved article is an:article not meeting the requirements of an approved or acceptable article.
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Article Installation 14 CFR 21.9(a)
“(a) If a person knows, or should know, that a replacement or 
modification article is reasonably likely to be installed on a type-
certificated product, the person may not produce that article unless it 
is--
(1) Produced under a type certificate;
(2) Produced under an FAA production approval;
(3) A standard part (such as a nut or bolt) manufactured in compliance 
with a government or established industry specification;
(4) A commercial part as defined in Sec. 21.1 of this part;
(5) Produced by an owner or operator for maintaining or altering that 
owner or operator's product; or
(6) Fabricated by an appropriately rated certificate holder with a quality 
system, and consumed in the repair or alteration of a product or article 
in accordance with part 43 of this chapter.

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
14 CFR §21.9 ( a ) ( 3 ):  Identified specification indicates how to build it; same or corresponding specification indicates guaranteed minimum performance14 CFR §21.9 ( a ) ( 4 ):  Design approval holder list is evidence to FAA that safety considerations for the aircraft have been addressed for installation on the a/c. 
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Visual Summary of 21.8 and 21.9

Process

• TSOA

• PMA

• Standard

• Commercial

• Part 43

Design 
Apv’d/Acept’d

Production 
Approval

Installation 
Eligibility

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
TSOA gets you the Design approval and production approval but you need a separate installation approval to get it on the aircraft (i.e. STC of Part 43 action)PMA gets you all the way to the aircraft under one approval (due to established ties to an existing type design, i.e. TC, STC, etc…)Standard parts carry acceptable data only and convey no FAA approved production.  The DAH determines the production requirements and installation eligibility.Commercial Parts are similar to standard parts but they focus on articles outside the “standard” umbrella, Production is accomplished outside the FAA’s purview and Installation eligibility is ONLY determined by the DAH.Part 43 assumes owner/opper., major or minor repairs/alterations and that their designs are based on approved/acceptable data depending on the nature of the specific project.  These articles are designed and produced along with specific installation eligibility (however limited)
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ProduceDesign People

• Continual 
Oversight and 
Surveillance of:

- Air Carriers
- Manufacturers
- Repair Stations
- Designees
- Airmen
- Air Traffic

Organization

• Apply tools to 
manage risk and 
gain compliance:

- Airworthiness 
Directives

- Precursor 
identification

- Data Sharing
- Enforcement

Operations Maintenance
Continued 

Operational 
Safety

Aviation Lifecycle

• Determine  
design meets 
performance 
and 
certification 
standards 

• Issue design 
approvals 
(type 
certificates)

• Evaluate 
manufacturers 
quality and 
production  
systems  

• Issue 
production and 
airworthiness 
approvals for 
aircraft, 
engines, and 
parts

• Certify 
Airmen:

 Pilot

 Mechanics

• Appoint 
Designees:

 Individual

 Organization

• Approve Air 
Carrier 
operations 

• Issue 
recurrent 
airworthiness 
certificates

• Approve 
Repair 
Stations and 
Maintenance 
Facilities

• Issue Repair 
Station 
Certificates

Standards

Establish safety 
and certification 
regulations and 
policy

Provide 
guidance on 
ways to meet 
the intent of the 
regulations and 
policy

Promote 
voluntary 
engagement 
and cooperation 
with enhanced 
safety programs

AVS is actively involved throughout the life-cycle of every aviation product

AIR’s role is identified by the bold text

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
 Explain the scope of AIR’s work in relation to the aircraft life cycle When we certify a product we are committing resources for the rest of that product’s life-cycle; for example the life-cycle of the average commercial aircraft is 35 years or more. AIR roles are highlighted.Also in your handout.
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Airworthiness Certification
• Airworthiness Certification 

– Attests that an aircraft is in condition for safe operation
– And, as applicable, conforms to its approved type design

• At a minimum, an airworthiness certificate allows 
a civil aircraft to be operated in U.S. airspace
– FAA does not issue A/W certificates for military commercial 

derivative aircraft
• Certification is the goal of design and production 

certification
– Indicates the ability to operate at the appropriate level of 

safety

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Airworthiness certification attests that an aircraft is in a condition for safe operation and, as applicable, conforms to its approved type design. The words "as applicable" are used because some aircraft can only be in condition for safe operation. To elaborate further, certain aircraft will never conform to a type design and others will, temporarily, not conform to their type design. Amateur-built is an example of the former and a type certified aircraft that is temporarily modified to test a new, more powerful engine, is an example of the latter. In both cases, the aircraft can only be in condition for safe operation.At a minimum, an airworthiness certificate allows a civil aircraft to be operated in U.S. airspaceAirworthiness implies the entire process has been certificated – type, production, and airworthiness
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Airworthiness Certification
• Two classifications for airworthiness 

certificates
– Standard ~ white in color
– Special    ~ pink in color

• To obtain a standard airworthiness 
certificate, an aircraft must:
– Conform to its type design
– Be in condition for safe operation

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
There are two classifications for airworthiness certificates – These are standard and special.Standards are white and specials are pinkTo obtain a standard airworthiness certificate, an aircraft must conform to its type design and be in condition for safe operation.Key word is “standard” because we will discuss “special” airworthiness certificates later General Provisions:Aircraft must be registered in the USApplicant showing and FAA findings including:Basic eligibilityIdentification and markingsConformity to type designCondition for safe operationLegitimate purpose for the certificationCompliance to environmental standardsCompliance for emergency exit requirements(Not all may apply)
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Standard Airworthiness Certification
• Meets applicable airworthiness and environmental 

standards
• Allows the aircraft to be operated with the most 

minimal restrictions
• Are type certificated in one or more categories

– Normal
– Utility
– Acrobatic
– Commuter
– Transport
– Manned free balloons
– Special class (airships, powered lift, sailplanes, etc.)

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Standard airworthiness certificates are issued under the provisions of 14 CFR § 21.183 for aircraft type certificates in the categories of: normal, utility, acrobatic, commuter, and transport, manned free balloons And, for aircraft designated by the FAA as "special classes of aircraft." 
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Airworthiness Certification
• Special Airworthiness Certificates (pink) are 

issued for the following aircraft:
– Restricted 
– Limited 
– Primary 
– Experimental 
– Provisional
– Light sport

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Specials are issued for Restricted , Limited, Primary, Experimental, Provisional and Light sport.  Also, the special Airworthiness certificate is used for Special Flight PermitsSpecial  Airworthiness certificates almost always have additional operating restrictions. These operating restrictions are intended to limit the risk to passengers, crew, and the public.TC’d aircraft:  Primary, Restricted, Limited categoriesProvisional TC:  identified with the category of the aircraft in the related cert projectNon TC’d aircraft:  Light sport or special flight permits or experimental certificates.Special airworthiness certificates”Covers a wide variety of aircraft from differing TC and production standardsLimits operation and use, often severely
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Airworthiness Approvals
• In contrast with airworthiness certificates, which are 

issued for aircraft…
– Airworthiness approvals attest to the fact that an engine, 

propeller, or individual part: 
• Conforms to its type design 
• Is in condition for safe operation 

– Parts produced via PMA, TSOA, PC, TC or STC prototype 
parts, bilateral agreement

– Parts made for repair, by repair station, for owner aircraft
• These airworthiness approvals can be in the form of 

data plates, stampings, etchings, labels, or even a 
piece of paper 

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
In contrast with airworthiness certificates, which are issued for aircraft……airworthiness approvals attest to the fact that an aircraft engine, propeller, or individual part: Conforms to its type design Is in condition for safe operation These airworthiness approvals can be in the form of data plates, stampings, etchings, labels, or even a piece of paper. Parts produced under:  PMA, TSOA, TC or STC prototype parts meeting approved design, TC w/o separate PC approval, PC, bilateral agreement, any other manner acceptable to the FAAOr a part:Conforming to industry or US specificationProduced to maintain/alter one’s own productManufactured by a repair station or other authorized person during repair/alteration in accordance with STC or field repairFabricated by a qualified person during a repair for the purpose of returning the product to service (not for sale as a separate part)
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Export Airworthiness Approvals

• New or used US manufactured aircraft that 
meets requirements for US airworthiness 
certificate

• New or used non-US manufactured aircraft 
must have a valid US airworthiness 
certificate

• Bilateral agreement must be in place for 
engines, propellers and articles

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Export certs – special A/W cert only for restricted of primary category – not experimental, etc.Imported articles – need a bilateral, and country of mfg must issue a certificate of airworthiness for export, certifying items meet FAA requirements for approvalExport airworthiness approvals – importing country’s civil airworthiness authority may “except” certain requirements in writingMust record differences between the TC’d product and product being exportedPurpose of export approvals:  Enable the civil airworthiness authority and other interested person at the destination country or jurisdiction, to determine the identity and approval status of the received merchandise.FAA regs don’t require an export airworthiness approval, but importing CAA might.Example.  New 737 being delivered in Seattle to Indonesia airlines.  There is no need to issue an FAA AW cert – it will not be an N registered airplane – it will be registered in Indonesia.  So, it is US mfg and “meets the requirements for AW cert.”  That enables Indonesia to issue its AW cert and the airplane is good to go.Not sure why a used US mfg airplane wouldn’t have an AW cert – had been mothballed?So for an Airbus airplane that has been operated in the US, it must have a valid aw cert in order to export to another country
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design production      airworthiness

Sequence of Approvals

Ensures each phase lays the groundwork for the next

Normal sequence  (are exceptions)
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Certificates

These certificates—
• Cover complete 

aircraft, aircraft 
engines, or 
propellers 

• Formally recognize 
the approvals

Foundation of the approval process

Airworthiness Certificate

Type Certificate 
(TC) for design

Production Certificate (PC)
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Continued Operational Safety
FAA’s objective
• Monitoring and oversight

– Complete and effective fleet monitoring and oversight 
system

• Proactive approach
– Cultural shift from the “fix and fly” reactive approach to a 

proactive one that manages risk
– Reactive approach still necessary to investigate 

accidents, etc
• Tracking/ closure of concerns

– Facilitation of tracking and closure of safety concerns

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Speak to Compliance Philosophy and direct to websiteSpeak high-level to our process
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Teamwork between Authority, 
Manufacturer, Operator, and Maintainer

Manufacturer

Regulator

Operators and 
Maintainers 

SAFETY

• Common interest in safety

• All must interact together to achieve 
best results

• Authority wants industry to succeed 
with safety

• DAH and operator require safety to 
succeed

• Common bond, common interest, 
common definition of success

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Bottom line is good communication between authority, DAH and operator
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FAA Delegation
• The FAA authorizing private persons or 

organizations to act on the FAA’s behalf
• We call the persons or organizations 

designees
• Delegation has been recognized by U.S. 

statute for over 50 years and in practice for 
much longer

• More information can be found in FAA 
Order 8100.8 Designee Management 
Handbook

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
What do designees do?Perform FAA functions as part of aviation safety managementExamples: Engineering Designees determine that designs meet the FAA safety standardsPilot examiners administer tests to pilot applicantsInspection designees determine that products or articles conform to approved designs and are airworthy

http://rgl.faa.gov/Regulatory_and_Guidance_Library/rgOrders.nsf/0/4ADC44E71E8E04A38625793D004D5D61?OpenDocument
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Types and number of designees
Aircraft Certification Designees

DESIGNATED
MANUFACTURING 

INSPECTION 
REPRESENTATIVE

(DMIR)

1085

DESIGNATED
AIRWORTHINESS

REPRESENTATIVES
(DAR)

457

DESIGNATED
ENGINEERING

REPRESENTATIVE
(DER)

1384

ORGANIZATION 
DESIGNATION 

AUTHORIZATION
(ODA)

73

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Why are they important?Leverages FAA resourcesUtilizes industry expertiseProvides additional FAA involvement beyond what employee resources could supportWhat is delegated?Design approvalProduct/article conformityAirworthiness certificationAirmen testingMedical examinations
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International Engagement

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
AKUA’S PICKS UP HERE
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International Engagement
•FAA’s mission is to provide the safest, most efficient aerospace  system in the
world.

•AIR’s International Division supports U.S. design approval  holders in 
obtaining approvals from other authorities and  validating foreign import
products.
• 21 Bilateral Agreements (includes EU

•= 28 member States)

• Legacy Agreements with 15  EU member
States

• Working Procedures with 3 countries +  CIS States 
represented by Interstate  Aviation Committee (tech
agent).

• Link to signed BASA’s: 
https://www.faa.gov/aircraft/air_cert/international/bilateral
_agreements/baa_basa_listing/

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Historically, our bilateral agreements and implementation procedures have always given partners the “prerogative or choice” to request technical assistance from each other and a degree of ability to accept each other’s systems and findings within those systems.  In the past it was simply far less necessary to exercise that choice based on the prevailing model of single state of design, manufacture, and registry.  That as you know has now changed.Special Arrangements (and lower level Management Plans) help bridge the gap and help authorities respond to the changing industry. They facilitate technical assistance, and foster technical acceptance – the main goal. Working procedures are used when there is no bilateral agreement. They are not a precursor to a BA/IP, but help to foster the relationship. The purpose of a Working Procedures is to define the methods through which the FAA’s Aircraft Certification Service can support another country in approving aeronautical products and articles being exported from the United States to that country.  These documents also set forth the procedures for cooperation between the importing civil aviation authority and the FAA in the area of continued airworthiness, including approval of design changes, service difficulty reporting, and accident or incident investigation. 
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International Working Procedures

• Sets forth basic procedures for international 
cooperation between the FAA and a Civil 
Aviation Authority

• Facilitates the exchange of information for 
the export, support, and continued 
airworthiness of U.S. SoD and SoM products

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Working procedures are used when there is no bilateral agreement. They are not a precursor to a BA/IP, but help to foster the relationship. The purpose of a Working Procedures is to define the methods through which the FAA’s Aircraft Certification Service can support another country in approving aeronautical products and articles being exported from the United States to that country.  These documents also set forth the procedures for cooperation between the importing civil aviation authority and the FAA in the area of continued airworthiness, including approval of design changes, service difficulty reporting, and accident or incident investigation. Working Procedures do NOT rise to the same level as Bilateral agreements. These are NOT State to State agreements / NOT signed by U.S. State Department (only FAA)Not a Bilateral Aviation Safety Agreement, however an important bridge that we build with our partners to ensure compatibility. NOTE: Reviewed by AGC/API/AIR for clearance and signed by AIR-1To initiate, head of FCAA AIR should send a letter to AIR-1. Country must send their updated Special Import Requirements.  The FAA will evaluate each request and respond accordingly to determine if it is a viable option. NEED A SLIDE ON MUTUAL BENEFITS TO BOTH PARTIES
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International Working Procedures
• Purpose:

– to define the procedures by which the U.S. Federal 
Aviation Administration will assist a Civil Aviation 
Authority in accepting U.S. design approvals 
(including products and articles). It also sets forth the 
procedures for the FAA and CAA to cooperate in the 
area of continued airworthiness, including approval of 
design changes, service difficulty reporting, and 
accident or incident investigation.

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
The FAA will enter into a Working Procedure with a country who is seeking support in approving U.S. approved products. This is ideal for countries who import a lot of U.S. products, but do not export products to the U.S. NOTE: Should not conflict with Special Import RequirementsBenefits to CAATechnical AssistanceClear expectations on processClear commitment from US as SoD and SoMContinued Airworthiness support for the lifetime of the productAcknowledgement from USG of our role/supportAs your industry grows, this provides an existing bridge for establishing partnership with FAA/U.S. based on the needs of the partnerAllows you the opportunity to put in writing how you want things to be done and addressing any additional requirementsBenefits to FAA:Helps us to efficiently carry out our responsibility to ICAO
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International Working Procedures
• Scope

- Working Procedures generally apply to 
U.S. type certificated aircraft, engines, 
propellers and other aeronautical components 
as well as changes to those products.

- Working Procedures do NOT apply to 
other States of Design or States of 
Manufacture aircraft, engines, propellers or 
other aeronautical components

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
We hope that promoting more partnership reliance’s in the present through Working Procedures, Special Arrangements and Management Plans will gain global efficiencies and interactions which benefit every partner to partner interaction-not only FAA to partner interaction.  We hope to trend and promote our commonalities and commit them through ICAO to a global end of true reciprocal “acceptance” in place of today’s reciprocal “assistance.”
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Contact Info.

Akua Pipim
Foreign Affairs Specialist
FAA Aviation Safety
Aircraft Certification Service
International Affairs Branch, 
AIR-420

T: 202.267.0927
E: Akua.Pipim@faa.gov

Questions?  
Robert Sprayberry
Aerospace Engineer - TVP
FAA Aviation Safety
Aircraft Certification Service
International Policy Branch, AIR-
410

T: 202.267.1655
E: Robert.Sprayberry@faa.gov

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
???Questions, questions, who’s got questions???

mailto:Akua.Pipim@faa.gov
mailto:robert.sprayberry@faa.gov
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